Mast Sleeve Protectors
The Blokart Foiled MSP’s have been designed to help protect the mast and sail in
the event of a capsize.
Highly recommended when sailing on hard surfaces and a must for commercial
operators when sailing on asphalt, concrete etc!

Features include:
• The unique design which allows the sail to rotate freely on the mast while offering
maximum protection. This new design not only helps keep the sail fabric and batten
pockets off the ground but they protect the mast tip and mast crane (if being used).
• The design assists setting of the sail and rotation of battens in light air.
• Available in sets of 5 pieces for all sail and mast configurations
• Able to be used without the locating cord to eliminate drag and
maximise performance.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Set up your chosen sail as usual, but do not fit the
Turban/Mast Crane or Downhaul yet.
2. Lay rig over and slip the required number Foils
over the top of the mast and onto sail. The last/top
Foil is supplied with a spacer to ensure a snug fit
on the thin Top mast section.
Note: The spacer is not required when using a 2nd
mast section at the top of the mast.
3. Fit the top Foil with the knots in the bungee/elastic
facing up and slide the Foil down the mast, but not
onto the mast pocket.
4. Thread one end of the cord through the Turban as
pictured, or loop over your Mast Crane, and tie-off.
5. Fit your turban or Mast Crane and downhaul the
sail.
6. Locate the top Foil 10mm or so above the mast
sleeve pocket as pictured.
7. Slide the bottom/first Foil down the sail over
battens to locate it over the first batten up from
shelf of the sail as pictured. Note: You may need
to position the battens to allow the foil to pass.

8. Slide the remaining foils down the mast and
locate them over the battens as in the diagram
over the page.
9. Thread the cord, which is attached to the
Turban or Crane, through the front hole of each
Foil followed by a barrel lock which will locate
under each Foil to keep them positioned on
each batten.
Note: The top/first Foil does not require a barrel
lock as the top of the sail keeps it in position.
10. Thread the remaining cord through the yoke in
the Boom and stuff the excess cord in the
pocket at the foot of the sail.
Note: The cord can be cut to length under the
bottom barrel lock but if using the MSP’s on
different size sails you will need a length of cord
for each.

Optional Floating Position:
Performance sailors wanting to eliminate any
resistance that the cord and barrel locks may
create can fit the MSP’s without the locating cord.
Simply position each Foil on each batten, but note
that the Foil’s may need re-positioning from time
to time, especially after a capsize or laying the kart
on its side.
Note: The Blokart Foiled MSP’s offer great
protection, far more than the old design, but there
will be circumstances where damage may occur.
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